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Chairman Mao
For a review of ill* controversial book, "The Teaching* of
Chairman Mao," see page 3.
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BSU To Publish
New Magazine

A panel discussion on
campus issues between several
student leaders will be held
Monday at 7 p.m. at the YMCA.
The panel will consist of Edgar McGee, Student Body President, Gordon Edgin, Student
Body Attorney General, and
John Dickerson, President of the
Student Senate.
Harry Tinsley, Editor-inChief of The Tiger, and Chuck
Whitney, Associate Editor of
The Tiger, will serve as moderators.
,
The main topic will be "Is
the Student Government Effective?" Other questions concerning Rat System, the dining hall
situation, parking, and semi-'
nars will be discussed.
Becky Carlton and Helen
Bunch, representatives from the
"Y", worked on the program
committee which organized the
discussion.
Miss Carlton said "Tinsley
and Whitney will be moderators
because The Tiger serves as
the voice of the people on campus."
This event is opened to the
public and will not last more
than 45 minutes. All freshmen
particularly are invited to attend and become more famil-.
iarized with the present issues
on our campus.

Cadet Wing
Commander
Selected
Lonnie D. Phifer III has been
selected by the Department of
Aerospace Studies as Cadet
Wing Commander of the Clemson 770th AFROTC Wing, Col.
Elmer Tyndall, PAS, announced this week.
Cadet Col. Phifer is a senior
from Fort Mill, majoring in
mechanical engineering. He is a
member of Scabbard and Blade
as well as the Arnold Air Society.
Phifer completed the Flight
Instruction Program last semester and plans to attend pilot
school upon graduation.
Serving on Cadet Col.
Phifer's Wing Staff are: Cadet
Lt. Col. Clarence N. Channell,
executive officer; Cadet Majors
Richard P. Fletcher, administrative officer; Ronald D.
Hughy, operations officer; Joseph M. Bates, inspection officer; William T. Knowles, information officer; John H.
Johnston, material officer.

IMPACT will have two major
objectives," said White. It will
"enable students of every denomination to express their religious opinions" and it hopes
to bring the "social academic,
and religious aspects of campus life into closer unity."
"Impact will try to satisfy
both religious and social
needs," explained White.
Students are requested to contribute poetry, essays, narratives, short stories, and personal complaints. "This material will be censored to prevent Impact from becoming the
trash can of the literary quack,"
said White.
ARTICLES may be turned in
to the Baptist Student Union,
across from the Baptist Church
by 1 p.m. Friday afternoons.
The first issue of Impact is
scheduled to come out at the end
of September.
"If student interest is aroused,
Impact will continue publication and may even emulate
the unique and versatile Chronicle," said Edwards.

Sophs Buy
ROTC Shoes
Sophomores in the Army and
Air Force ROTC programs had
to buy their own military shoes
last year because of a decrease
in uniform funds by the Department of Defense.
According to the quartermaster's Office at Clemson,
the amount of money to be
spent on each uniform was lowered in the spring of 1966. The
usual amount of $25 was decreased to $21.
Thus, there was not enough
money last fall for military
shoes to be included with the
uniform as there should have
been. Now the Defense Department has raised the uniform
funds from $21 to $34 per
student.
This sum is large enough to
purchase the full uniform for
freshman cadets.
George Bowden, a sophomore in Army ROTC, has recently tried to find out if sophomores could be repaid for the
shoes they bought. Bowden
found that the Q. M.'s Office
had informed the Defense Department of the problem.
The Office has requested the
allocation of Defense Department funds to reimburse the
sophomores who had to buy
their own shoes. The Q. M.'s
Office does not know if the
request will be granted.
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Senate Studies Proposed
Board of Publications

By LYNN WRIGHT
Tiger Staff Writer
A new student publication will be published by the
Baptist Student Union, according to Barry Edwards,
BSU president.
With a magazine format, this publication, Impact,
will be a revised edition of a news letter previously
published by the BSU.

Leaders
Will Discuss
Problems

An upperclassman who masqueraded as a rai? See Hemphill's column on page 2.

An /All-American College' Newspape
Newspaper ^&r

Volume LXI

Chuck Middlebrooks, the organization's adviser, originated the idea for this new literary magazine. It will be edited by a board including
Charles White and Dodge
Lewis.

Rat Like Me

By JOHN NORTON
Tiger Staff Writer
Student Senate President John Dickerson proposed an investigation by a senate
committee on the possibility of a Publications Board at Clemson in a recent
Senate meeting.
When interviewed, concerning his proposal, Dickerson said that he got his idea
from the S. C. State Student Legislature and from students at the University of
South Carolina.
Student Senate President John
Dickerson proposed an investigation by a senate committee
on the possibility of a Publications Board at Clemson in a
recent senate meeting.
When interviewed concerning
his proposal, Dickerson said
that he got his idea from the S.
C. State Student Legislature
and from students at the University of South Carolina.

The New Christy Minstrels

YMCA To Present
New Christy Minstrels
By DENNIS BOLT
News Editor

Dickerson said that his idea
of a Publications Board was
simply one where representatives from all student publications would meet and advise the
student government as to their
needs.
When asked how campus
publications would be affected
by a Publications Board, hereplied that there would be no bill
nor resolution establishing a
Board and that Student Government would have no control
over it.

The Clemson YMCA will present "The Christy Minstrels in Concert" Friday,
Sept. 29, 8 p.m. in the Field House.
The Saffrons will perform for a dance at the Barn that Saturday, Sept. 30,
from 8-12 p.m. Transportation from Manning Hall will be provided.

DICKERSON said that in his
conception of a Publications
Board the organizations would
be left entirely to the various
student publications and would
be solely for their benefit.

The New Christy Minstrels
have performed for audiences
at the White House, the London
Palladium, Copenhagen's Trivoli Theatre, and throughout
Scandinavia and Italy.

The Board would be composed entirely of students and
membership would be left up to
the individual publication.

The group was organized in
1961 and has patterned its own
contemporary singing style
after a company of pre-Civil
War entertainers created by Edwin "Pops" Christy.
The original group traveled
through the country with cornball jokes, slapstick and folk
songs and are credited with introducing Stephen Foster's
greatest songs to the public.
Under the guidance of George
Greif and Sid Garris, the New
Christy Minstrels have become
leading international favorites.
Randy Sparks sold his share
of the Minstrels for two and a
half million dollars in 1964.
Figures recently released by
Columbia Records show that
their last 6 albums reached an
aggregate total of five million
copies. This figure does not
include singles, the sales of
which surpass those of the albums.
Among the more popular of
the Minstrels' recordings are
"Green, Green", "This Land is
Your Land", and "Traveling
Man".
Plans are currently underway for the Minstrels to make a
State Department sponsored
tour of the USSR in the near future.

The Tiger will begin a classiThe New Christy Minstrels
fied ad section next week. Anyone wishing to place an ad were instrumental in introducmay come by The Tiger office ing folk-oriented music to audon the 9th level on Monday iences in nightclubs, supper
or Tuesday nights, or call clubs, the concert circuit, on
654-2421. Rates will be quite TV, and in the recording industry.
reasonable.

The Saffrons, appearing the
second night of "YMCA Weekend", are a group originating
at Clemson. They have made
several appearances on campus in the past.
The group will specialize in
the modern "soul sound", and
will feature hits by such pop-

ular artists as The Temptations, Sam and Dave, Wilson
Pickett, Maurice Williams and
the Zodiacs, James Brown, and
others.
Admission for The New
Christy Minstrels concert will
be $2.00 per person andforthe
Saffrons dance $.75 per person.

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Edgar McGee took a
somewhat different view of a
Publications Board. He said

that there is a possibility that a
Publications Board could be established for the purpose of
maintaining the responsibility
of the publications without infringing upon their freedoms.
He commented that there has
been no problem in the past
with irresponsibility in student
publications, but it could develop. "I feel that it would be
my responsibility as Student
Body President to establish a
Publications Board if a publication was trying to undermine
Student Government or undermine the interests of the Student
Body."
"The Board, I feel, should be
handled by students and not
controlled by the Student Government, but the Student Government should have some representation on it."

Church Panel Discusses
Student Relationships
By MARION THOMPSON, Staff Writer
"Relationships between Stu"A student's relationship to
dents" was the topic of discuss- his inner self and to others"
ion at a Westminister Fellow- was called "the most important
ship meeting last Sunday.
of relationships " by Miss Jones.
THE PROGRAM, first in a
four part series, was a panel
discussion with moderators,
Randy Hoag, student body
chaplain; Marty Jones, Miss
Clemson; and Don Dubose, hall
supervisor and track star.

Students For A Democratic Society
Attack NSA S "Liberal" Policies
COLLEGE PARK, MD.
(CPS)—Efforts by members of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) to persuade delegates to the National Student
Association Congress to disband their organization did not
succeed, but did serve to highlight the differences in "liberal"
and "radical" tactics for educational and social reform.
The SDS members represented the "radical" extreme in
the motley variety of political
outlooks at the Congress. They
came to organize their own
"counter - Congress," drawing
away such speakers as Andrew
Kopkind and James Ridgeway
of the New Republic from NSA
programs to speak at SDSsponsored programs instead.
They distrusted protestations
that NSA had completely
purged itself of all ties with the
CIA. Even if there were no ties
with CIA, they felt, NSA was
still a "government front" because it took money from other
government agencies like the
Office of Economic Opportunity

By DAVID AIKEN
Collegiate Press Service
and had no real autonomy with tight" about the draft—the same
which to challenge the policies thing SDS is doing, he said,
but presumably reaching stuof the government.
Many of the NSA members dents on campuses where SDS
sounded just as radical as most has no chapters.
Even Gene Groves, last year's
of the SDS people, but they
wanted to work within the as- president, talked about how his
sociation rather than outside it. predecessor's "sell-out" to the
There was Mike Vozick, for CIA was just another example
example, upbraiding James of the powerlessness of students
Ridgeway for not knowing and other oppressed segments
about NSA's efforts to help set of society.
A sizeable portion of therankup experimental colleges to
serve as "counter-institutions" and-file delegates — perhaps
to big, impersonal universities. about 20 per cent—seemed to
Vozick, who said he was one think along these same radical
of the students who helped lines about the need for fundafound SDS (itself originally an mental shaking up in "the sysoutgrowth of the Liberal Study tem," even though they chose
Group formed at NSA Con- to do their shaking in NSA
gresses) pointed out that NSA rather than SDS.
Most of the delegates, howhas "taken a leaf from the radicals' book by promoting these ever, did not seem particularly
free universities and experi- concerned with issues much
broader than gaining conmental colleges."
There too was Al Milano, run- cessions on social rules or perning a seminar on draft re- haps curriculum matters from
sistance at the Congress, who the administrations on their
was interested in finding ways own campuses. They regarded
for NSA to become involved in the CIA link as past history
counseling men who were "up and did not seem particularly

Since the faculty and administration are a part of the University, there could be the possibility of some of them on a
Publications Board. There is no
need now for a Publications
Board."
In a telephone interview, former Tiger editor Ernie Stallworth was asked what good
or harm he thought a Publications Board could do. He
commented, " If I answered the
questions objectively, I would
have to say that the Board
should be rejected."
"The Publications Board
would be a good idea if it could
tell The Tiger how to write and
layout; design equipment for
WSBE; write poetry for "The
Chronicle or brighten the pages
of Taps. This is the help they
need, but it can't come from a
Publications Board."

interested in hearing it rehashed.
These were the moderates,
who looked for ways to improve the NSA mechanism,
such as structural changes "to
guarantee greater cohesion between individual campuses and
the national office."
They were not as interested
in the kind of drastic separation of NSA into a "union"
structure alongside a research
and services agency, which
even newly-elected president Ed
Schwartz was backing as a
long-term goal.
Finally, there were the outand-out liberals and the outand-out conservatives. Both
these groups were at the Congress to engage in the annual
legislative games of seeing who
can put through a liberal resolution without seeing it emasculated by the conservatives.
They had less opportunity
to engage in this sort of politicking than usual, since this
year's national staff had de(Continued on page 8)

"A Christian student should
try to understand his own faults
and then try to help others,"
she said.
Hoag agreed that a student
must master his own self "even
before he can hope to reach to
others."
"THE STUDENTS should
concern themselves with the
question: How can I be a Christian influence for the good?"
Hoag said.
Dubose commented that his
position as a hall supervisor
gives him opportunities "to be
a Christian witness, although
at times I am not."
"One of the best ways to have
a good relationship with other
students on the campus is to be
willing to listen to them, and
offer suggestions in problem
solving," he added.
The panel agreed that it is
difficult to distinguish between
the Christian and the nonChristian on the Clemson campus.
Hoag disagreed with a suggested idea that Christians are
"puritan and straight-laced,"
thus making it "hard to distinguish between the two groups
at times."
VARIOUS MEMBERS of the
audience expressed a concern
for other students, but that at
times it is hard to tell which
students want help or want to
"shoot-the-bull."
The series on university relationships will continue Sept.
10 at 7 p.m. at the Fort Hill
Church as a panel of students
and faculty discuss faculty-student relationships.
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Who, Me?
James Hemphill, in a never-ending search for controversial material,
disguises himself as a rat. Although most upperclassmen are suspicious

Do I Look Like A Rat?
of 23-year old rats, finally, one brave fellow selects Hemphill to carry his trunk. In' spite of

:

v: s?v

But Vm An Upperclassman
his protests, he is forced to perform this lowly task. For a complete account of his experiences as a rat, read "Rat Like Me" on page 2.

* Nostalgia?

Slj* S%w
The opinions expressed herein are those of the
individual writer, with the exception of the lead
editorial, which represents the opinion of The
Tiger senior staff and is written by the Editorin-Chief, unless otherwise indicated.
Clemson, S. C, Friday, September 8, 1967

Tradition Versus Progress
By DON O'BRIANT, Managing Editor
The word tradition is overused—especially in the field of
education. It is a word that
automatically appears whenever progress is mentioned—
whenever new ideas are introduced.

Image Of Clemson

The CDA
The Clemson University Central
Dance Association has problems:
Costs for musical groups have risen
sharply in the past year—some charge
100 percent more. Just to have dining
hall tables moved for a dance weekend costs more than $100, and air
conditioning costs $10 per hour.
A new stage would cost the CDA
$2,200. Dance facilities are limited
and inadequate. There is a problem
of formality versus informalityshould students wear coats and ties?
Each new CDA senior staff is comprised entirely of old junior staffersthere are no holdovers. There is great
dissent concerning the type, quality
and cost of dances. Should there be
more concerts?
So what? Every student organization, especially the service organization, has problems. Let the CDA solve
its own problems.

Prejudice
There is, however, a problem the
CDA cannot solve. CDA President
Dennis Cartwright calls it "build-in
prejudice," which is a satisfactory
enough name indeed.
Each student has his own opinion
of the CDA, 'usually, unfortunately,
based more upon rumor than on
fact. One version says that the CDA
schedules only "soul" groups of inferior quality. This "rumor" seems
to have a basis in fact, but group
booking varies from year to year,
for the president of the CDA is the
sole entertainment scheduler, and the
presidency changes hands annually.
One weekend is insufficient to judge
the new CDA president or senior staff.
<.(.

Soul •>•>

Since the staff changes each year,
the type of entertainment may change
or it may not. Cartwright scheduled
"soul" music for Rat Hop because "I
honestly feel that's what the majority
of students want to hear," he said.
Cartwright and Vice-President Donnie Smith have commented, however,
that much thought has been given to
different types of music and different
kinds of entertainment, such as con-

certs and quadrangle dances.
The CDA is concerned; for the members feel that the student body has
slighted and prejudged them. The
CDA was once one of the most prestigious and influential organizations
on campus. Some of the prestige is
gone through no fault of the current
staff.
The CDA image may have been
somewhat tarnished, despite the efforts of the current staff. This matters little for the end product—the
dances and concerts they will produce
this year—must be the only criterion
for evaluation.

Future
The future of the CDA is probably
less secure than that of any other
major campus organization.
The
Littlejohn Coliseum will help ease
space problems, and it must be assumed that the Office of Student Affairs will continue its sanction of considering only CDA dance weekends
as major dance weekends.
But as Clemson continues to grow,
the social atmosphere around the university will continue to develop. There
will be more to do. Cartwright and
Smith have said that they welcome
competition to the CDA, even on campus. Competition will come, as may
be evidenced by the YMCA's presentationof the New Christy Minstrels.
Furthermore, the CDA never has
been able, nor will it be able, to
please everyone, and as the university grows, there will be a growing
diversity of student interests and
tastes. The task of trying to please
everyone will become even more demanding.
But the CDA is not dying, nor is
it
completely
alive. Continued,
conscious student effort will be needed
to keep it alive; and intelligent, imaginative leadership will be necessary
to make it outstanding.
The student body must not condemn
it on the basis of past performance,
nor should students expect overnight
miracles. This year's Central Dance
Association could and should be
good. Let us hope that it will be.
—C. Whitney

Thanks
Extreme Debt of Gratitude for the
fall semester goes to the Clemson
University physical plant, who, after
six months of only half-serious prodding, cajoling and otherwise bothering by two Tiger staffs, replaced the
broken concrete on the fraternity

By definition, tradition
means a statement of beliefs,
legends or customs that is handed down from generation to
generation byword of mouth or
practice.
But the word has been ele-

quadrangle ramp with a real, brand
new surface.
We really appreciate the fine work
occasionally done by the physical
plant. But we would like to see a little
more of it.

"Hell, no, man! The Rat Sysvated to a position on a pedestal—complete with halo and tem is a tradition at Clemson.
Why, when Clemson was a miliclouds.
For example, one student ad- tary school, the System was
vocated the revision or abolish- even rougher than it is now. If
ment of the Rat System. His we abolish the Rat System,
answer:
school spirit will die."
And so the discussion ensues.
The old issue of progress versus
tradition. Which is more important? Is tradition real? Or
is tradition merely an extension
of nostalgia?
All of us have heard our
fathers tell stories of their childhood and how much harder life
was then and how the world
has changed. The traditions of
our fathers' generation have all
but disappeared. Their traditions are no longer important
to us—however important they
may be to our fathers.
But the traditions our fathers
cherish now are merely distortions of what life was really like
thirty or forty years ago. All
the unpleasantries have been
eliminated through rationalization, and only the most pleasant aspects of the times remain.
The same principles apply to
the Rat System. Upperclassmen tend to forget the uncertainty and fear they experienced
as freshmen and only remember the panty raids and pep rallies. It is so much easier to
watch other people make fools
of themselves in the dining hall
than it is to be the one who is
the focus of attack.
The Rat System has evolved
from a necessary aspect of military school life into an unnecessary evil of university life,
the boys who came to Clemson
when it was a military school
knew what tb expect as firstyear cadets. Perhaps the hazing
was necessary for discipline
and indoctrination of potential
Army officers.
The fact remains, however,
that Clemson is not a military
school any longer. We are a
university in name, if not in
actuality. If we are to become
a leading university—not only
in engineering and the sciences,

.Once upon a time in a fair
land not far from here, there
lived two despicable characters
named T. R. A. Dition and Ig
Norents.
They were the best of friends
in their own slimy sort of way,
and when the noble citizenry of
their fair land turned a stone
and found one, they knew the
other was slithering nearby.
The common folks, along
with T. R. A. Dition and Ig
Norents lived in Red and Green
Hilly Land, lorded over by a
sprawling stone castle on the
crest of a conspicuous hill. No
traveler could mistake this fortress because of its gigantic
cloth (set five minutes ahead of
the rest of the kingdom).
The walls that surrounded the
castle were blackened with the
passing ages, very tall, and
thick enough to keep out all the
Unwanted Forces. The wall
.fas unbroken for miles as it
spread over the low hills, except for a massive steel drawbridge which seldom opened.
Lord of the manor was R. C.
Rex, known throughout the
land as a fine man who was
interested in the state of his
castle. His favorite hours were
spent in his great tower,
planning bigger and stronger
walls, towers, sprawling outbuildings, and the like. Often
he was heard to remark, "Impregnable buildings make a
manor."

No matter how important the
Rat System was to our fathers
—and to us as freshmen—we
must now decide if this tradition is really serving the purpose it was intended for.
We must decide if tradition is
more important than progress.
If Clemson is to grow academically, as well as physically, we
must attract students of many
interests. And there are many
students who could make a
great intellectual contribution
to the University who will not
apply as long as they must go
through a season of "indoctrination in school spirit".
Is school spirit aided by making a rat count peas individually—instead of by threes—in the
dining hall? Does thirteen and a
half pushups make a freshman
love Clemson more?
It is true that some form of
indoctrination and orientation
is necessary for entering freshmen, but we need a system that
will help—not humiliate—the
student. How much help will a
student receive by making six
trips to Dan's in one night?
If we really want to help the
freshmen adjust to college life
and its pressures, then we
should drastically revise our
present Rat System. -The haircut and the beanie are fine—
and so is the cheering. But if
the same amount of time was
spent in a tutoring session with
an upperclassman that would
have otherwise been used to
shine shoes or go to Dan's,
then perhaps there would be
fewer flunk-outs in the freshman class.
And as for school spirit, one
rat had this comment: "School
spirit is something you either
have or don't have. No one can
force you to have school spirit."
Perhaps the greatest contribution to school spirit would be
a 10-0 football season and a
bowl trip—not an extension of
the cheering in the dining hall.

Rat Like Me, Or I Passed For Rat

By JAMES HEMPHILL Columnist
But the guys were so polite, favors. At this point I realized second time I have caught him.
It all started when I walked Glenn Mercer lent me a cap to
and
since all they wanted me that the only identification I I think I should send him to rat
go
to
lunch
in.
I
thought
I
into Al's Barber Shop and sat
to
do
was pick up a few beers had with me is my old fresh- court," snarled Mike.
would
try
to
reel
in
some
updown in the second chair from
"Maybe there is some work
for
them,
and since it was on man I. D., and I was about to
the end. The barber, who was perclassmen.
get pressed into service. So I you could get him to do for you
my
way
anyway,
I did.
part Indian, asked me, "How
At lunch I was made tocarry
took off running.
to work it off," pleaded the rat.
When I walked into the Study
do you want it."
trays for several girls, which
The next day at lunch, Buddy
Hall
wearing
the
rat
hat,
Merck
"Short"
Then I snapped. "Go ahead
was a lot of fun. But no one
Simmons and 1 stood out in
So he took his edging shears gave me any grief. Whenever asked to see my draft card. front of the dining hall and put and send me to rat court. See
and ran it down the center of an upperclassman yelled at me
"Merck, it's me."
on a show for everyone. I start- if I care."
my head, leaving a path of to take off my hat, or put it on,
"My god, what happened to ed screaming, " I will not. You
Mike gave an indignant,
eighth-inch hair on a head full or to come on the double, and you?"
can't push me around just be- "What?"
of two-inch hair. "Like that?" I would tell them I did not
cause
you
are
an
upperclass"The administration was not
The rat looked at me behe asked.
want to, or something worse,
very happy about my last ar- man. I'm a human being. I
"No." So he evened it up a they would not say any more ticle and decided the most hor- have rights too. Go ahead, send wildered and asked, "What do
little bit and put shoe polish about it. I guess they must have rible punishment they could in- me to rat court. See if I care." you want to go to rat court
thought the system was getting
over the bare spots.
Everybody gathered around for?"
flict upon me was to put me
me
down.
Mike then added gravely,
was
saying to himself, "He's
I thanked him for his kindthrough rat season again."
going to be carrying his around "That does it. You are going
I could not get an upperclassness and patience, paid him,
" Here have a drink. You need in a gunny sack before this to rat court."
kicked him in the shin, and left. man to bite. I guess most of
one."
week is over."
Then I flipped, "I guess you
them
thought
I
was
an
upperThe idea to try to pass as a
After I took the beers back
Then a little later, on my way don't know who my father is.
rat came to me on my way back classman wearing a rat hat.
to campus when a big guy There probably are not too to the two guys in the "Y", I to class, I was standing talking My father will get me out of
yelled at me, "Where's your hat, many 23-year-old rats running turned to leave, and then looked to Mike Phillips without the hat it."
around. Every now and then I back and said, "You guys do with me. Suddenly he stopped
The rat said, "Send him to
rat?"
would hear someone say, "Gee, not know what service you just a passing rat and said, "Hey rat court."
"I ain't no rat."
that's the most dissipated-look- got. I'm really an upperclass- rat, what do you think I should
But the most amusing inci"If you ain't a rat, then how
man."
I ever saw."
do with this guy. He hasn't got dent of all was when I walked
come you got your head ingI freshman
tried sitting in the eheering
up to the room clerk's desk at
They said, "Sure you are." his hat with him."
shaved?"
section at dinner and not cheerThe rat looked like he had just the Clemson House with my
Still no upperclassman had
"Well, I got used to wearing
gotten caught in the middle of
my hair like this when I was ing. Nothing happened. I tried given me a hard time, so I things. "Couldn't you give him arm around my girl and the
rat hat on and asked for a
went
across
campus
to
the
old
going
to
the
pep
rally
and
not
in special forces."
room. You know, grownups
cheering. Nothing. I started girls' dorm, the new upperclass another chance?"
"Oh, 'scuse me, sir."
"Another chance. This is the ain't got no sense of humor.
feeling like a complete failure as dorm. I walked around the
Then a rat on my hall named a rat. So I ambled toward halls looking at all the weird
contraptions, wondering what
town. Then it happened.
they had been used for, when
As I was walking past the suddenly my body was in defront of the YMCA a voice hol- mand.
lers out the window, "Hey you,
Those guys over there are
rat, room five. On the double."
really
hurting for rats. They
For reasons best known to nounced in the freshman editI thought, "finally, I've got a
were starting to fight for my The Tiger Senior staff, what ion, still holds true: Letters must
sucker."
used to be called Letters To be signed, but with the perTom shall henceforth be known mission of either the editor-inas Letters To The Editors.
chief, managing editor or asAny student, faculty or staff sociate editor, names will be
nights never giving up their
member, friend or enemy of withheld. One of these three
endless vigil.
Clemson University is eligible should be in The Tiger's student
Once, on a sunny day, a ;
to write Letters To The Edi- center office on Sunday and
rumor broke of a terrible war
tors.
Monday afternoons and nights.
being waged by the Great King
Letters longer than 200
marriage, but not all do so. I words will be run under the
to whom all owed their homage.
For a letter to appear in the
have met, in Vietnam, within title "The Open Column".
"Yes, there is a war," No. 1
paper Friday, it should be
Thane wisely commented. The
the last five months, two ClemThe policy of withholding turned in the preceding Monson graduates who were drafted names of letter writers, an- day by 10 p.m.
poor folk listened and looked
into the armed forces after gradfor more news, and eventually
some of them came to the belief
uation. A draftee serves two
that it was an unjust and unyears in the army and usually
necessary war. The Thane
highest rank obtained in specboiled and burned with no little
ialist fourth class.
help from Ig and T. R. A.
The base pay for a Spec. 4
is $177.90 per month. The base
Finally, when some citizens
Member United States Student Press Association
passed bits of parchment in
pay for a second lieutenant is
Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association
opposition to the great war,
$321 per month. Besides that
Member Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published at Clemson weekly
No. 1 blew his mind. He oradvantage, an officer does not
except
School
Holidays during the school year by students
dered the parchment be confishave K. P., guard duty, barof Clemson University. The Tiger is South Carolina's oldest
cated, raged and ranted at the
rack inspections and required
college newspaper. The opinions expressed herein do
not necessarily reflect the views of the administration,
offenders, and even exiled one
formations. His time is his own
the faculty or the student body as a whole.
to the Land Far Far From the
and he has the responsibility of
Red and Green Hilly Land,
being a leader that a Clemson
HARRY TINSLEY
Whuddya Mean,
never to return.
Editor-in-Chief
man deserves.
Take
ROTC?
The citizens trembled, the
Due to the large number of
EVELYN SARKA
DON
O'BRIANT
journeymen trembled more, Dear Sir:
troops over here, a tour of duty
Business Manager
Managing Editor
those with long, long hair
in
Vietnam
is
virtually
guarThrough the kind efforts of
trembled even more. Tremble. my parents, I have received a anteed. Impress upon these
CHUCK WHITNEY
Tremble. Tremble.
Associate Editor
copy of The Tiger, dated Aug- rats, that the only way to fight
Finally the castle trembled. ust 7, 1967.
this war is as a leader and not
BILL SMITH
DENNIS BOLT
The citizenry, quiet now,
I noticed the Editorial Car- as a follower. Check the list of
Sports Editor
News Editor
thought about another rumor toon displayed the usual subtle casualties and note the perthey had heard. The castles of humor for which The Tiger car- centage of enlisted men to ofED STEVENSON
BILL RHODES
Advertising Manager
faraway lands glittered like toonists have become famous. ficers if you don't believe me.
Asst. News Editor
gold. The walls of their casde However, it did bring to mind a
The Tigers should be fanDR. LOUIS HENRY
ROBERT WHITNEY
never glittered. They wondered thought close to home. Why tastic this fall. Let's hope we
Adviser
Circulation Manager
when R. C. Rex would realize does a Clemson man refuse a bring home a win and
Subscription Rate: $4.00
his walls could glitter too. They chance for a commission in the $100,000 from Atlanta. Even
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office Clemson, S. C.,
wondered when he would throw armed forces?
the majorettes will be outstandBox 2097 University Station, Clemson, South Carolina 29631; Office
Ig Norents and T. R. A. Dition
Phone 274 Represented by National Advertising Service. 18 East
Admittedly, some have so far ing. I wish I could be there.
50th Street, New York, N. Y. 10022.
Very truly yours,
into the murky moat. Wonder. called ways to beat the draft
Lt. Charles Reed Jr.
Wonder.
through graduate school and

The Tiger Announces
Letter Policy Change

Once Upon A Time, A Little
Land Fought A Little War
By BOB KAULAKIS, Columnist
numerable decrees that were isWith most of his time devoted sued from that great stone
to the construction of buildings,
and his spare time in acquiring office.
Often, far-traveled strangers
an adequate number of master appeared at the massive gates
craftsmen for his manor shops, of the castle to speak to the
he had few hours left for insur- loyal subjects of far-away lands
ing the welfare and general and ideas throughout the rest of
well-being of his subjects.
the kingdom. Scholars, imFor many years, this task pressed by the stateliness of the
was left to his No. 1 Thane who massive walls beat on the drawcalled the solid building bridge for hours at a time to
perched atop the passage lead- no avail. No. 1 Thane, advised
ing to the drawbridge "Home". and consoled by T. R. A. and
No. 1, the actual lord of the Ig would never lower the gates.
land, issued a decree that no
As the years passed, the maspersons should enter or leave sive ramparts grew more rigid
the fortress without a charter (R. C. Rex worked even by canfrom this stone-block citadel. dlelight). No. 1 Thane grew
Now, as it happened, as T. even stronger, and many
R. A. Dition and Ig Norents bushels of slime were each day
were not considered "persons", dumped into the murky depths
they were allowed to come and of ihe moat.
But the great lands far from
go as they pleased. Night and
day, the loyal subjects and the Red and Green Hills were
master craftsmen had to sweep changing. The citizenry, hearthe slime they left off the cobble- ing strange rumors on the lowstones of the courtyard and the ering of the drawbridge on
steel of the great drawbridge. every fourth year, (knights in
It would collect in such great rusty armor were sent forth at
piles, that often shovels would four-year intervals to slay the
have to be employed to dig it dragons that were reported to
be rampaging in neighboring
from the corners.
Once it dried, it contributed to fiefdoms) asked that famous
the already extremely dusty air scholars, guild leaders, and
condition. The worst of the dust speakers from the Red Comcould befoundinNo. 1 Thane's munal Land Across the Seas,
office because it was rumored be allowed to cross the moat.
that he had employed those two "No!" was the answer that driftslimy worms as members of ed down from the slime and dust
the Star Chamber on many oc- atop the battened drawbridge.
casions. The Star Chamber was T. R. A. Dition and Ig Norents
responsible for many of the in- prowled through the days and

but also in liberal arts—then
many of the traditions of the
military system must be abolished or revised.

Letter To Editors
Criticizes Cartoon

aitjr ®tg*r

Book Review

By SAM SMITH and ROBERT CLARKSON

A best seller, heretofore unreviewed, was published in the
Peoples' Republic of China in
1966. An estimated 900 million
copies, including the English
translation, have been sold.
Made of thin paper, a red
plastic cover, and a retouched
photograph of the 72-year-old
author, the 312 pages constitute
an anthology of quotes from
Mao's works of the 1926 to
1964 period.
The Chinese people memorize
passages; groups of them study
the text in half-hour sessions before the daily work begins. According to films which leave
Red China, everyone carries a
copy. Men who reach the international spotlight, notably
the nuclear scientists and athletes, attribute success to study
of Chairman Mao's book.
The quotations range in intellectual conception from the
most primitive Ben Franklin
aphorisms to pure Confuscianlike philosophy. And there is
anti-U. S. and pro-China propaganda continually spread
throughout the text. Less than
subtle, the comments about
the United States are clear:

"Unite against the U. S. aggressor!" The tone of the Chinese observations are varied
but tend toward a nationalistic
target, at making a Chinaman
"proud to be a member of the
masses."
Mr. Thomas G. Doe will buy
the book, laugh at it awhile
and then place it on a shelf
along with HUCK FINN and
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.
For the Chinese, however,
Chairman Mao's "Little Red
Book" remains very much a
part of life. Study the quotations, the introduction encourages, and your hogs will get
fatter, your commune more
profitable, your nation more
powerful.
If this experiment in nationalistic pep talks is an attempt
to give the communist nation
a code for continuity, then success seems eminent. The above
mentioned introduction written
by President of China, Lin Piao,
the doctrine taught on the personal level ("...fear no sacrifice..."), and the overall positive oudook of the book point
to its survival through the civil
wars or political turmoil and

"the fact of registration does not indicate approval
of this material by the Government of the United
States," the hand-stamped note in the front of the
book warns.
The book, printed in Peking, is for sale for $1
by either of the reviewers.
its emergence as the doctrinal
basis to ease the after-birth
pains of the monster-nation.
However painful the labor,
one cannot help wondering at
the zeal with which China would
have the world believe the book
is becoming the guidelines for
every phase of life.
These guidelines, as flexible
as they are numerous, will
probably remain as long as
Red China remains.
Lin Piao's introduction is the
chief reason for permanance.
Says~ Piao, "(sic) In studying
the works of Chairman Mao,
one should have specific problems in mind, study and apply
in a creative way, combine
study with application, first
study what seems must be urgently applied so as to get
quick results, and strive hard
to apply what one is studying."
One cynical and cryptic observer noted the chief virtue of
the book is that "it probably
gives the masses something to
do on Saturday nights—whatever Saturday nights mean to
the Chinese."
Through the book Chairman
(Continued on page 8)

By PETE SNYDER, Columnist
Hello voiceless, undaunted,
and private masses trodding
the paved earth of Clemson
University, cow college. What
have you got to say for yourselves? Who knows? I'd venture

a guess that you don't even
know. So what are you going
to do about it? Nothing no
doubt. Just trod the mostly
paved red earth here in one of
the most beautiful land scapes of

By ANGELA RAINEY, Columnist

pay students could be given one
color tray and the others could
use trays of different colors.
Another answer was that the
officials did not want the meal
ticket students to know prices
of food in the dining hall. If
they actually wanted to know,
students could ask anybody. As
usual, a coy answer was given
—the pay students were being
given a taste of communism.
That was not taken seriously,
of course.
Another defect of the barricade is dance weekends, when
students have out-of-town dates
—the students on one side and
the dates on the other side of
the barricade. Other visitors
have the same joy of eating
alone when there is no transportation to restaurants.
No person enjoys eatingwith
people he hardly knows. Surely there is some simple solution
to the dining hall problem.

French Film To Be Shown
In C. E. Auditorium
By JUDY BEACH, Staff Writer

The Red and the Black, a
French film with English subtitles, will be shown in the Civil
Engineering Auditorium on
Sept. 11 at 7 and 9 p.m.
This color film is based on
Stendhall's great romantic
novel — a classic of literature.
It has been translated into this
screen version hailed by critics
as one of the all-time masterpieces of French cinema.
Director Claude Autant-Lara
By JOHN BOLT
has admirably caught the
flavor and essence of the novel
portant branch of our so- saying that the students and mounted it in a stunning,
don't understand or ap- opulent production.
ciety's culture.
Time is definitely ruled preciate fine arts.
Gerard Philipe (as Julien
Assuredly, the only way Sorel, ambitious son of a proout as an impediment to
carpenter), Danielle
visiting the gallery—how for a student to gain ap- vincial
Darrieux (as Louise de Renal,
many hours does one preciation is to experience the married woman with whom
waste watching television? this art first hand. And the he has his first affair) and
The only major reason only way to experience Antonella Lualdi (as the beautiful, arrogant heiress Mathilde
seem for this lack of at- this art first hand is to visit de la Mole) give brilliant pertendance is cultural ap- the Rudolph Lee Gallery. formances.
Stendhal's work—one of the
athy. For the school to Future exhibits include the

Lee Gallery Exhibit
Lewd, way-out, exciting,
sacreligious, enlightening
—these words describe
some of the past exhibits
at the Rudolph Lee Gallery located in the Architectural Building.
As an example, a group
of prints last semester included a picture of Christ
in a superman uniform
with J. C. written across maintain an excellent fahis chest.
cility such as the gallery
The gallery sponsors a and have such poor atregular program of art tendance is, in essence,
and art related exhibits
open to all students free of
charge. It seems that attendance has been seriously lacking in this phase of
the university's efforts to
bring culture to the campus.
The only people taking
maximum advantage of
this effort are the architectural students who attend
classes in the same building. Surely the students at
Clemson are not so well
rounded that they need not
take advantage of this im-

Candy Stripe Delicatessen

Architecture
and Arts
Award
(Sept. 4-24),
Found Objects (Nov. 412), Southern Sculpture
(Dec. 10-Jan. 14), Architecture in S. C. (Feb. 16March 10), and The
American Poster (April 321).
The Found objects display in November may
prove to be interesting as
it will consist of everyday
objects viewed with a new
perspective.

America—the Blue Ridge.
Electronic, computerized votIs your room hot, noisy, and ing is slightly beyond our
dusty? Do you appreciate the means here at Clemson. But a
beautiful vista of the quad- similar system of easy voting
rangle? Are your classes sleep- that is efficiently tabulated need
houses? Are you starved for not be electronic in our limited
some interesting discussions, sense of needs. Central services
music or other opportunities could punch cards to be cast
on tap? How do you like your as individual ballots on several
new dorm that's regenerating issues. A ballot box could be
but a few yards away? Have a hung on each hall.
pleasant meal lately? Do you
Voting could be opened as
know anybody in town? Girls, often as desired and could be
what time do you have to be in? left open at will. The Student
Can you walk to Greenville or Government, through WSBF
park a car?
and The Tiger, could set the
Any one or a few of these issues into simple yes or no
could be remedied by a bright questions; and the results could
mind, for its own circumstance. be measured, after collection,
But what happens if you get in less than an hour. I. have
down to the last chance just a in mind a system that is used in
litde too late? There aren't that libraries for checking book remany solutions floating around turns.
cow college just now. So how
If anyone else has any sugcould we do better within the gestions for a physical system
existing framework?
of this type of voting, there
We have a student govern- are open minds in the right
ment. "Or do we?" is the ques- places.
tion asked so often—especially
by the little guys, bless their
slumbering souls. Well yes, we
have one. But it is so limited
in depth that it can touch only
The rejection of two petitions,
the high spots. So we've got
one for annexation and one for I
committees to study the needs
rezoning were main items on the
of the student and all.
agenda of the Clemson town
Pretty soon, if we haven't council last Monday night.
already got them, we'll have
A petition for annexing the
committees to study the commit- College Heights Road — Lewis
tees. Then it'll be an even friend- Road area of east Clemson was
lier game to play, and maybe returned to the petitioners. A
we can elect more people and second petition with names of
have all the real excitement of many of the original signers remore involved campaigns. And questing their names be withthen forget it.
drawn from the original peI recently picked up a publi- tition invalidated the initial pecation put out a few years ago tition.
by a slightly more complete
The council rezoning petition,
university, an older establish- designed to prevent the conment. In it was a poem by R. struction of large-unit apartBuckminster Fuller, author ment buildings on property on
and designer of the geodesic S. C. Highway 133 (Daniel
dome (like Expo's). Clemson Road). The petition lacked a
gave him an honorary doc- required number of signatures.
torate a few years ago. The
Mayor John W. LaGrone anpoem was entided "No More nounced that negotiations are
Second Hand God."
continuing with the U. S. Army
He spoke about the greatness Corps of Engineers for a lease
of America's communication on property for a proposed city
and transportation systems hall and parking area on Coland of the faith he had in the lege Avenue between the S. C.
democratic system. But he said National Bank and the Winnthat we haven't yet got a rep- Dixie Food Store.
resentative democracy. As it
exists, topheavily, voluminous
information is dispersed to the
people concerning the activities
of the administrators, but very
little information is trained in
the other direction. (So the leaders turn to committees.) "Write
a letter to your senator"—
"Right!" Bill Cosby would say.

Town Council

CDH Segregation
Most Clemson students who ■ were instructed to do. Now the
have ventured into the dining pay-as-you-go students are
hall this year have noticed a forced to sit in a small section
drastic change. When one walks barricaded by a metal fence
in, it is like looking from East and some fake flowers, like a
Berlin into West Berlin or vice nursery school playground.
versa, depending on which side One student on one side of the
barricade and his friends on
you are on.
Headlines in the freshman the other.
The few rats who eat on the
special edition of The Tiger
read, "At Last A Choice—Cash pay plan miss all the fun. MayFor Meals." That sounded be two or three rats get up and
great. If the student did not like sing "Dixie" or run around
all the food that was served, he playing plane, but they surely
could get enough to chase away do not meet many new people
starvation. The article played with the majority of students
up the new pay-as-you-go plan. on the other side of the "Iron
Some of us jumped at the Curtain."
After discussing the purpose
chance. If we did not eat everything, we would not be wast- of the barricade with several
unauthorized people, Icameup
ing our money.
The first day on the new with no solutions that could not
plan was fine. Everyone could be handled easily. The answer
sit where he liked. The rats got most received was the meal ticktheir food in the pay line and et students could go back for
went over to eat, or at least extras while pay students could
try, in the rat section as they not. If that be the case, the
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Want To Change Somebody's
Mind? Pop Goes The Ballot

Quotations, By Mao Tse-Tung
(Editor's note:) "The Little Red Book" of Chinese
Communist party chairman Mao Tse- Tung is perhups the most widely read and quoted book of our
time, although few Americans have ever seen it.
The book has been filed with the Foreign Agents
Registration Section, U. S. Dept. ofJustice, although
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first psychological novels—is a secretary, he experiences luxmore than the story of an op- ury, but again is not allowed
portunist's career; it is also the to forget his humble origin.
story of class society in 19th
Partly in revenge for the
century France, which offered many insults to his pride, he
few opportunities for an "out- seduces the daughter, Mathilde
sider" to rise above his back- do La Mole.
ground.
His exposure by his first
Had Julien Sorel been born
earlier, he would have become lover, Madame de Renal, who
a soldier in Napoleon's army denounces him before his in(hence "the red" in the title); tended marriage, induces him
instead he was compelled to aim to make an attempt on her life.
for the priestly cassock (hence
Sentenced to death for this,
"the black").
he asks neither leniency nor
Beginning as a tutor in the forgiveness,
but attempts to
household of the Mayor of Ver- make his own peace with his
rieres, he is humiliated by the conscience.
Mayor who constantly reminds
him of his subordinate position.
Utilizing the friendship of the
Mayor's wife, Madame de
Renal, he becomes her lover.
Forced to leave the household or be publicly humiliated,
he enters a seminary with rigid
discipline to study for the priesthood. Then, introduced to a
wealthy Parisian household as

Swingline

Fuller suggested an instantaneous voting system using the
facilities of already existing
electronic networks. Voting
would be private, fast, easy and
therefore widespread. Its charm
lies in its convenience. It would
be enforced by the honor
system. There would be no
danger of stuffed ballots, because the totals would clearly
indicate stuffing and from
where it came.

Harpers 5&10

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
Sylvania Stereo

Test yourself...
What do you see in the ink blots?

[1] A Japanese
judo expert?
Just an ink spot?
Mount Vesuvius?

[2] An ax:
A Gene Autry saddle?
TOT Staplers?
(TOT Staplers!? What in...)
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Tiger Offensive Line Determined To Win

Mulligan

Arthur

Keys

McGee

Swimming Team Getting

By SAM COPELAND and PHIL DELLINGER
Tiger Sports Writers
The Clemson offensive line is
something that all Clemson
supporters can be proud. Itfeatures last year's top percentage
blockers, two five year men
(Jim Abrams and Larry Keys),
and more experience than
Clemson has had in quite a
while.

Larry Keys said that he
thought the offensive line was
really tough this year. He said,
"Our first game with Wake Forest will really be a rugged one.
They gave us a real good game
last year, and we just did eke
out a one point victory. Their
coach will really have them
psyched up."
He continued by saying that
the offense still needs to work
on some minor things, but overall they
are progressing
smoothly. Keys thought that
the defense was tremendous,
especially when compared to
the last couple of years. It really helps us to work against
such a great defense.
Concerning the new punting
rule he said, "The opposing
defense will be dropping back
and setting up. This will jeopardize us to criss-cross blocking and limit us in watching
the ball carrier."

BONNIE BRAE GOLF CLUB
"18 Hole Championship Course"
Unexcelled Greens and Driving Range
Pro Shop with Snack Bar
Rental Clubs
Electric and Pull Carts
OPEN YEAR ROUND
ANNUAL AND DAILY MEMBERSHIP
LOCATED 8 MILES FROM DOWNTOWN GREENVILLE
FORK SHOALS ROAD
277-9838

He also praised quarterback
Jimmy Addison, and he said he
is someone who will listen when
he thinks you can help him.
Wayne Mulligan said the offensive line was experienced
and had no major weak points.
Concerning the fifth week of
practice before the first game
he added, "Most of the players
don't realize it, but long practices help you. It's sometime
hard for you to keep going
when the first game is so far
away, but you have to just
bear it. I just hope everybody
stays healthy."
He continued by saying that
he'll be snapping for punts this
year for the first time. With regard to the new punt return
rule he mentioned, "It was
created to add more color to
punt returns, but it may defeat
it's purpose; because, if the
opportunity is present, the
ball will be kicked out of bounds
to prevent runbacks."
Wayne also praised "Needle"
(Addison) by saying that there
was no betterQBinthecountry.
Wayne added, "He never gets
shook."
"They've really been putting
it on us in practice, but it'll pay
off when the season starts. Wake
Forest will really be up for us,
because they feel that if they
can beat us they'll have the
ACC Championship," added
Gary Arthur.
"Having such a long period
to practice before theseasonbegins nelps us get our timing
down." When asked if there was

Two for you at SCJS

free checking

anything he individually needed to work of he said that he
still needed work on shifting
linebackers.
He said that it helps to practice against our defense because
they run more different types of
defenses than any team will run
against us during the regular
season. Gary also criticized the
new punting rule which he said
would be hard on ends because they would be blocked by
two or three men on punts.
Concerning "Needle" he said,
" He keeps his cool and draws
respect from everybody." He
thought that the pass protection
would be as good or better
than last year.
They all agreed that they felt
proud to be members of the offensive team.
The end positions this year
are manned by two experienced
and tough players, Edgar McGee and Jimmy Abrams. End
Coach Whitey said that he was
well pleased with the spirit and
hustle that the ends have
shown in practice. On many
occasions Coach Howard and
other members of the coaching
staff have singled out the ends
for their fine performance at
both blocking and pass receivJimmy will be playing the
split end position at times, but
ing.
Edgar McGee, a senior from he will also be a tight end. Like
Orangeburg, is the most exper- McGee, he too will move from
ienced end on the squad. He is end to end depending on what
returning for his third season the call is.
Abrams said that he has been
as a starter.
McGee is rated as afineblock- looking forward to his first
er as well as a good pass re- season as a starter. "I will be a
ceiver. His fine blocking from little nervous the first minute or
the right end position has been two, but I am going to play my
said to "make" the end sweep best," said the former Whitmire
player.
go.
Last year McGee played tight
Both players are calling for
end, and this year he will be the Wake Forest game to be one
doing the same. In the Tiger's of the toughest because Wake
offense he will be playing tight will have a game under its
end on both sides.
belt, and the Tigers will be playComplementing McGee at the ing their first.
other end is Jimmy Abrams.
McGee believes that this
Last year Abrams was playing
behind Wayne Bell, but the year's line will be much better
coaches felt that he got a lot than last year's simply because
of valuable experience there. of the experience. Add this to the
According to the reports, spirit that is there and throw in
Abrams had a fine spring hustle and desire and the results
game. The coaches are im- could be in the words of some
pressed with his desire and look coaches—"The best Tiger line
for him to have a fine year.

Ready For North Carolina
By BUDDY THOMPSON
' Tiger Sports Writer
Try-outs for the swirnming
team began Tuesday ana will
last until Sept. 25. Coach Carl
McHugh, serving his 20th year
as head coach, is a graduate of
Clemson where he served as
captain and swam the backstroke for the swimming team.
Greeting Coach McHugh will
be eleven returning lettermen
plus a number of newcomers
who will be on the team for the
first time.
Discussing the try - outs,
Coach McHugh said, "I was
very pleased with the freshman
turnout on Wednesday. Several of them showed promising
ability and previous experience. "
He was quick to qualify his
praise by saying, "A lot will
depend on how hard they're
willing to work and prove themselves."
Leading the Tigers into our
own Olympic-size "bath tub".
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4% on savings
Clemson Divers Show Promise
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the man from SCiN!
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month on savings
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Hugger Button-Down-Striped
Gaht "invented" the Hugger shirt for men
who want to look trim, slim and neat. The
fit is as precise as the fit of a custom shirt.
Added niceties: superior cotton oxford, the
inimitable flare of Gant's softly rolled collar. In navy, green or brown stripings.

61 Singer Station Wagon

$1100
New clutch, valve job, carpets, clean.

$550
Rebuilt engine, new paint, good tires.

$350
1962 motor just installed, clean
second car.

$300

59 Sunbeam Rapier

Good runner, rebuilt engine.

***** tv
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Clemson students invited to SCN at 401 College Street, Clemson, S. C.

$1050
Rebuilt engine, new paint, very nice.
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which is three inches short of the
required 60 feet, will be John
Horton, captain of this year's
squad. Horton is a senior and
holds the school record in the
200 yard free-style (1:59.9).
Charles Courtney will set the
pace in the breast stroke. Courtney, a junior majoring in zoology, set two school records as
a sophomore: the 100-yard and
the 200-yard breast strokes in
times of 1:07.2 and 2:27.4, respectively.
Another junior,
Tom Pope, will be returning to
better his 0:51.8 record time in
the 100 yard free-style.
To fill the big gap left by the
graduation of last season's top
butterfly performer Dwight
Keynolds and two other seniors
Coach McHugh is depending
on his freshmen and several
sophomores: Jim Ratliff, Mike
Mossman, Tom Haene, and
Bill River.
Under the new conference
rule, freshmen are allowed to
participate on the varsity level.
Clemson has two returning lettermen: Bob Liphard and Bill
Rubertus. Also, two freshmen
looked promising for the first
day of practice.
In reference to our small pool,
Coach McHugh emphasized the
need for a student recreation
building with a large not only
for the swimming team, but also
for the students with instruction
of swimming and life-saving.
Coach McHugh also added
that two NCAA records have
been set in the "Y" pool, but
they have not been recognized
because of the three-inch shortness. Not only is the pool short,
but it is also narrow, having
only four cramped lanes.
The depth also bothers the
divers; in fact, several fine
divers from other schools have
refused to dive at Clemson because of the danger of hitting
the bottom.
In addition, Clemson does
not give full or half scholarships to swimmers. A look at the
schedule, which includes teams
like Maryland, Tennessee,
Georgia, Alabama, Georgia
Tech and Duke, offers little consolation to the team.
In spite of these drawbacks,
Coach McHugh is looking forward to an improvement over
last year's record.
The first meets are with perennial powerhouses U. N. C. and
N. C. State, and the team is
working as if they don't know
the water is so cold and the
pool so narrow.
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Notre Dame was named the number one team
easing past Alabama and Michigan State in the
final vote last year.
Was Notre Dame the best team in 1966? No one
really knows, but many people believe that it was
due to one simple reason—PUBLICITY. Without
it, a good, or even a great team or player, can go
virtually unnoticed.
Just to cite a few examples: how many of you
know Larry Keys or even what sport he plays?
For the majority of you who are still guessing, he
is our starting left offensive tackle, and a very
good one, probably the most underrated lineman
on this year's team. Another example, last year
Texas had one of the stronger teams in the country, but they did not receive any publicity after
their great quarterback, Bill Bradley, was hurt at
midseason. The Long Horns proved that they
should have been ranked among the best, as they
proved by beating a good Ole Miss team in a post
season bowl game.
Teams that have built up winning records and
have tradition behind them always steal most of
the limelight. Notre Dame has always been given
publicity even when they had weak teams. Army
and Navy always get a great pre-season buildup;
however, in the last few years they have not exactly been the powerhouses that they were in the 40's
and 50's.
This year for the first time in this decade the
Tigers have received some muchly deserved publicity. This sudden exposure has really not come
about all at once. Coach Howard has been building
this team for three years. Bob Bradley, the Tiger
Sports Information Director, has worked tirelessly
to get the Tigers the recognition that they deserve.
The coaches have done their job, the publicity
men have done theirs, and on September 23, the
Tigers will do their job!
STILL THE SAME OLE CAROLINA
The Tiger has recently learned that a big commotion has been raised due to the fact that most
juniors, sophomores and freshmen will be able to
get tickets for the Carolina game, but they will not
be able to obtain tickets for their dates. Even lifelong IPTAY members are stuck in the end zone.
The reasons behind this outrage are these: There
are approximately 12,000 students at Carolina
which means they must have room to seat 12,000
pints, fifths and cool, leather covered flasks, plus
their dates who rank second to their booze. Then
when you add in all 900 Carolina Alumni and
623 rabid fans, tis leaves only a little room in the
end zone for all us TIGER FANS.
Next year we will return the favor! RIGHT!

|
:

|

Trackmen

Cross-Country Trackmen
Prepare For Fall Season
By DAVE CHRISTOPHER, Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson University's Cross
Country team has begun preparation for the 1967 season.
Coach H. C. (Pee Wee) Greenfield reported that the team has
been working out for a week
now. "The boys have a little
work to do," the coach said,
"but out first meet is still a
month away."
The Tigers have four lettermen returning this year: Paul

James Knight, Charles Smith,
Phil Leynetti, Dick Orne and
Howie Schulz.
When asked about practice
workouts, Coach Greenfield replied, "We spent all last week on
the road,
and Monday we
worked out on the track. As we
progress, we will spend more
time on the track and less time
on the road. We are working out
(Continued on page 6)

Kozma, Bruce Lowry, Marion
Miller and Tom Murrell. Also
out for the team are Richard
Burgess, Terry Cook, Tommy
Leonard and Jay Wilier.
Freshmen are also eligible
to compete in varsity meets.
Coach Greenfield said that three
or four freshmen would probably make the varsity team.
The freshmen runners include
Frederick Fugiel, David Hall,

'67 —Year Of The Tigers

Over
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Service To Clemson
• With A Smile-

easily have one of the best
teams in the nation next
spring."
Last year the Tigers compiled a 16-2 overall record losing only to North Carolina
(Continued on page 8)

Let The Tiger Cue You In On
What's Happening at Clemson!
Only Four Bucks A Year!
FILL OUT. CLIP, AND MAIL TO:
Name

State & Zip Code

THE TIGER
P. O. BOX 2097
CLEMSON, S. C. 19631
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TAPE RECORDER OUTFIT
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BLAKE MORGAN
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CARRYCOBDEK
150'
Everything you need to
tape and playback recordings anywhere at
any time. All at a price
much less than you
would pay for the individual items alone. Gift
packaged in an attractive carry home box.

654-4192

Greenville Highway

"All your sporting needs"

(Bus.) 654-3098

207 Ridgeway Drive

(Bus.) 654-3099
654-3365
(Bus.) 654-4238
654-5915

CARRYING
CASE AND
POUCH

CORDLESS
CARTRIDGE
TAPE
RECORDER

Clemson

EXECUTIVE INVESTOR PUN
(No war exclusion)
"FOR INFORMATION CALL"

College Ave.

For your clothing needs shop

Your <S) Store

PARENTS

Street & Number

Curtis

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

By VAN KING, Tiger Sports Writer
ter Park, Florida, should give
the Tigers some needed depth.
Coach Duane Bruley commenting on the season's outlook for his squad had this to
say: "We expect to have a good
team and should be in top contention for first place; we have
been second for the past five
years and I hope we end that
streak this year."
"We will get plenty of rough
competition from South Carolina, North Carolina, and possibly Maryland."
David Cooper, this year's
captain, will be played the No.
1 position this season. The rest
of the line-up is still up for
grabs.
Coach Bruley commented on
last year's tournament, "Our
doubles teams played far below
their capacity. We should have
won all three doubles matches,
which would have given us the
title. We are having to rebuild
this year and these freshmen
will probably break into our
starting lineups. We could

By JERRY JEBAILY, Tiger Sports Writer
Roy Blosse from High Point the bases loaded in the bottom
During the summer John Curtis, Clemson's frosh pitching pitched for 8y2 innings and left of the ninth, George Greerfrom
sensation, last year (11-0) with the score tied 1-1. With
(Continued on page 6)
helped the U. S. baseball team
win its first gold medal ever
in the Pan-Am games. He was
the first freshman selected to
play on the 18-man squad.
From a field of 175 specially screened applicants from 10
NCAA districts, John was one
of 30 invited to the University
of Minnesota in July. Coaches
Marty Karon of Ohio State,
"Capp" Timm of the University of Iowa, and Virgil Yelkin
of the University of Omaha put
the boys through nineteen days
of hard practice in preparation
for their opening game against
Cuba.
His last start of the practice
season was against the St.
Cloud Rox of the Northern
League. (Clemson star Mike
McCall plays for them now.)
Teams were entered from
Cuba, Puerto Rica, Mexico,
Canada and the United States
in the Pan-Am games. Cuba
had their best team in years.
John explained it this way, "In
the five-year history of PanAmerican competition, Cuba
had won two times and the U.
S. had never won. The Cuban
team was great. Their average
age was 27. They had been
playing together for about four
years, and they were subsidized
by the Cuban Government.
Baseball was their year-round
job."
After a few days of practices
the U. S. club was ready. At
Carman 9500 people assembled to see the Americans
play Cuba. "You could feel the
political overtones everywhere," John said. "The Canadians seemed envious and
disgusted with us, and they
wanted to see us get beaten.
Cuba appeared to be the underdog and the Canadians put
their support behind the Cuban
team. There was tremendous
pressure on us, and we lost
4-3. Manuel Alercon pitched
Clemson
Seneca
against me, and he was the star
of the '63 games." John added
that Cuba had a great team,
and we were at a disadvantage
due to lack of poise and ability
as a team.
The champion was decided
by a double round-robin (every
team plays every other one two
times) with the two best teams
playing in a best two out of three
playoff.
"We won our next three games
against Puerto Rica, Canada
and Mexico," Curtis continued.
"We played our next game
against Cuba. I pitched for six
innings and we were behind
4-2 when I left. We lost that
game 9-2. Fans were yelling,
'Yankee go home!' perhaps because we had won 96 medals.
Anyway, we finished 6-2, a
close second to Cuba (7-1). I
was slated to pitch the opening
game of the playoffs against
Alercon. There was a great
deal of pressure on the field. One
member of the American Olympic delegation said 'I would
trade all 96 medals for this
baseball medal'. Alercon had
control problems and we
jumped on him for seven runs.
After five innings I had given
up three hits. When I left in the
seventh, we were leading 8-3."
In winning this first game of
the playoffs, John became the
first American ever to beat the
Cuban team. The U. S. team
lost the second game 7-5, so all
the marbles were riding on the
final game.

MCNS "SHOP"

Netmen Begin
Fall Practice
The varsity tennis team began practice on Monday with
four lettermen returning to the
team which finished second to
the Tar Heels last season.
Returning from last year's
team are David Cooper, the
ACC No. 2 singles champion,
David Wilkins, ACC number
6 singles champion, Perry Reynolds, Jim Boling, and David
Siebert.
Coming up from last year's
outstanding frosh squad are
Mark Helms and McClelland
Bond. As a result of a new
rule in the ACC making freshmen eligible to play on the
varsity squad, the Tiger netters will be strengthened this
year.
The reason; Safraz Rahim
from Lahore, Pakistan, brother
of Zulpi Rahim, Clemson's
number 1 player last year. Another freshman, Nicky Kaleidis
from Athens, Greece, is currently the top ranking junior
player in Greece. These two,
plus Eddie Shelton from Win-

Page 5

Freshman Pitcher Stars
In Pan-American Games

THE
By Bill Smith
TIGER Sports Editor

THE TIGER

Made of rich black vinyl. Shoulder strap converts to hand strap
for easy carrying. Pouch doubles as mike stand for recordingconferences, lectures.

Simple, smooth, foolproof. Professional quality throughout.
Just snap In a cartridge to record or playback. Get a full
hour's play on 5 flashlight batteries. Fully transistorized, 2
track 1% Ips capstan driven.
One knob control and special
input/output connections.

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE
WITH DETACHABLE
REMOTE SWITCH

4 TAPE
CARTRIDGES

• nasafe?

Get 4 hours' taping. No spools,
threading orfumbling with tape.
Cartridge will record/playback
with machine in any position.
Stops automatically at end. Rewinds In 70 seconds.

HANDY
PATCHCORD

Starts and stops tape recorder
at the touch of your finger.
Makes recording interviews,
lectures, special reports easy
as can be.

Lets you record or playback directly from radio, phono, TV
set, second recorder. Also playback through hi-fi amplifier,
headphones.

y<INCREDIBLE VALUE

UmtMD SUPPLY

SKELTON'S HOME AND AUTO STORE
Clemson, S. C.

114 College Ave.
Phone 654-2034
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U.S. Student Press Association
Censures Two College Presidents
(Editor's Note: The Tiger is
a member of the United States
Student
Press Association,
which conducts congresses and
national conferences during the
academic year. The Sixth Annual Congress of USSPA was
conducted in August at the University of Minnesota, with some
500 college editors present.
Congress was Managing Editor Don O'Briant, News Editor
Dennis Bolt, and Assistant
News Editor Bill Rhodes.

* * *

Student Health Center
Construction is underway on Clemson University's new $678,000 student health center.
The new erection is designed to service a student
body of 10,000 and will be located adjacent to the
agricultural engineering building off South Palmetto Boulevard.
A lobby, or waiting room, will separate the proposed out-patient clinic and hospital. The clinic will
consist of 12 examining rooms, five consultation
rooms, two X-ray units, a mental health suite, physical therapy unit, pharmacy, laboratory, emer-

gency room and offices for the health center staff.
The hospital wing will contain 16 two-bedroom
wards and two one-bed isolation rooms. Eighteen
additional beds may be added in emergencies.
The hospital area will also house two study areas
and an outdoor courtyard.
The current student health center has three fulltime physicians on duty, headed by Dr. Judson E.
Hair, headed by Dr. Judson E. Hair, director. The
staff of 19 includes seven full-time nurses.

Econ Prof Studying
Water Pollution Cost

TIME DRIVE-IN
Under New
Management
Specials Every Week
Orders To Go
N. First St.
Seneca, S. C.

"Who should bear the costs
of cleaning up our polluted
water supply?"
A Clemson University economist is dealing with this and
other basic questions of the economic dimension of current
water pollution problems during a two year, $43,000 research project.
Noting the scarcity of water
methods which will make the
best use of this vital resource,
Dr. Hugh H. Macaulay, Jr.,
Clemson alumni professor of
economics, has initiated a study
on the use of taxes, subsidies,
and laws to control the waste
outflow of the textile industry
into rivers and lakes.
Financial support for the
project is being provided by
a $7,500 gift from 18 member
firms of the South Carolina
Textile
Manufacturers' Association, a $21,500 grant
from the Office of Water Resources Research of the U. S.

QUALITY CLOTHING & SPORTSWEAR
FOR
DISCRIMINATING GENTLEMEN
AND
THEIR LADIES
GANT SHIRTS, BRAEMAR OF SCOTLAND,
DAMON ALPACAS, FRANK BROTHERS,
SERO, HATHOWAY
208 College Ave.

Clemson

Phone 654-4196

Hallowed tradition
of "pinning" a girl is
up-dated bySprite bottle caps.
According to an independent survey (we took it
ourselves) , a startling new practice is becoming
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the, lovely young things that catch their ey-3.
Jhstead, they reach for a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite--and proceed to "cap"
>*y^. f^^T^y. thfi object of — A their affections.
Why has this
come about?
Perhaps because
of what happens
when you go
, through the ceremony of opening^^ a bottle of Sprite.
It fizzes! Roars! Buzzes! Tingles! Bubbles!
All of which makes for a much more moving moment
than to simply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy of two people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
Capped,off, of course, by the sharing of a
few moments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
tingling tartness of Sprite, that is.)
The beauty of the idea is that if the course
of true love does not run smooth, you don't have
to go to the trouble of getting back your pin.
You just buy another bottle of Sprite

Department of the Interior, and
a university contribution.
Participating textile firms are
Abney Mills, Albany Felt Co.,
Allied Chemicals Corp., Deering Milliken Service Corp., E.
I. duPont de Nemours & Co.,
Graniteville Co., Kendall Textile Division, M. Lowenstein &
Sons, Inc., Monsanto Company, Reeves Bros., Riegel Textile Corp., Santee River Wool
Combing, Spartan Mills, Inc.,
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., Wellman Industries, Inc., United
Merchants and Manufacturers,
Inc., and Cone Mills Corp.
"The state's textile industry
has long been interested in
cleaner water and in the problems of water pollution," said
Dr. Macaulay. "The industry
has been active in supporting
legislation toward these ends."
Taking the economic approach to the problem, Dr. Macaulay raised the specific question, "Towhatdegreeshouldwe
clean up the water?We've never
stopped to think just how clean
we want it."
"The economic question is,
how much is it costing us to
clean our water, and what are
the benefits to us?", Dr. Macaulay asked.
Once it is resolved how clean
and who will pay the costs,
the economist must consider
the best way to put the results
into effect. As possible alternatives, Dr. Macaulay suggested a
tax to discourage pollution, a
subsidy to firms who agree
not to pollute, or laws or guidelines that would limit pollution.
Dr. Macaulay will then collect
data on how the various approaches to getting cleaner
water will differ in their economic effects on businesses and
municipalities.
Said Macauley, "We apply
economic analysis to the ques-'

tion of how best to use our water
supply and who should pay for
its use and then determine what
we would expect to happen as
these policies are put into effect."

Trackmen
(Continued from page 5)
six days a week, usually having
time trials on Saturday."
The Coach said he has not
heard anything yet about the
other teams in the conference.
Duke, Maryland and North
Carolina are always strong in
cross country and he expects
this year to be no exception.
The Tigers open their 1967
season on October 6, with Georgia Tech. The rest of the schedule is as follows:
October 6, Friday, Georgia
Tech, Atlanta, Georgia.
October 9, Monday, Furman
and Georgia State, Clemson.
October 14, Saturday, Duke
and South Carolina, Durham.
October 27, Friday, Wake
Forest and South Carolina, Columbia.
November 3, Friday, North
Carolina and North Carolina
State, Chapel Hill.
November 13, Monday, ACC
Championships, Durham.
November
20,
Monday,
NCAA Championships, place
not determined.

PITCHER
(Continued from page 5)
the University of Connecticut
singled home the winning run.
"The Cubans were either crying or on the verge of it," John
said, "I felt sorry for them as
athletes and I believe I learned
what an American really is."
John, now a sophomore
majoring in history, plans to
play pro baseball after finishing his education.

LYNCH DRUG STORE

your Walgreen
Agency
Downtown

Clemson

The Sixth Annual Congress
of USSPA, meeting on the campus of the University of Minnesota, in August passed unanimously the following resolutions.
FACT: President Bradford
Millar of Portland State College, Portland, Oregon, suspended publication of the
school paper, The Vanguard,
and confiscated an issue, declaring that certain graphics
and articles in that paper had
made it "journalistically irresponsible".
The actions of President Millar ran contrary to recommendations of the school's
Board of Publications and several faculty members, who
issued a strong vote of confidence in student editor Bill Weissert, his staff, and their paper.

dent Press censures President
Bradford Millar for his arbitrary and capricious action in
suspending The Vanguard and
confiscating the issue of May
26, 1967, for the grounds stated
above.
Because of the Association's
position, as stated in the Code
of Ethics, that "Freedom of expression and debate by means
of a free and vigorous student
press is essential to the effectiveness of an educational community in a democratic society," USSPA commends those
faculty members and the Board
of Publications for their support
of The Vanguard and condemns those state legislators
who denounced the paper and
those
Oregon newsp apers
which failed to support The
Vanguard.
PRINCIPLE: The Administration and the Board of Publications of Texas A & M University have violated one of the
basic freedoms of the press in
their dismissal of the editorial
staff of the A&M Battalion and
the subsequent seizure of the
paper.

When the staff loses its right
to decide the news content of its
paper, the paper ceases to be
an organ for news and becomes
only a mouthpiece for the dictated propaganda of the university.
Certainly, freedom imposes
responsibilities; unfortunately,
there is no structure for the removal of an irresponsible editor that does not smack of censorship. However, Mr. DeFrank's actions do not indicate
any irresponsibility. Suppression of a student newspaper is
no solution to policy disputes
between the paper and the administration, and such arbitrarily imposed censorship cannot be condoned.

It is the belief of the United

ANY FREE NEWSPAPER

States Student Press Association, having heard the report
of its Censorship Committee on
this case, that a student paper
which must be subject to outside control, such as that of the
A & M Publications Board, cannot fulfill its responsibilities to
its readers and community at
large.

will always run the risk of being
irresponsible; but when the freedom of the press is negated,
terms such as "responsible"and
"irresponsible" become meaningless. The newspaper ceases
to have value for anyone except the specific interest groups
which have acted in the role of
DECLARATION: The Sixth
National Congress of the Student Press censures President
Earl Rudder, the Administration and the Board of Publications of Texas A&M University for their actions taken in
dismissing Tommy DeFrank
and members of his staff from
editorial positions on The Battalion. "
CLASSIFIED AD:
HELP WANTED: CLEMSON CANTEEN, everyday
from 4 p.m. — 11:30 p.m.,
see Doug Miller or Fred Duncan in canteen office.
FOR SALE: NEW Cypress
Gardens water skis, Acapulco
combo. Retail price, $34.95. I'll
sell for much less. See Bill In
F-110.

PRESIDENT MILLAR attributed his actions to his belief that The Vanguard did not
live up to what he regarded
as "acceptable standards of
journalism."
PRINCIPLE: According to
the report on The Vanguard
case presented by the Censorship Committee, the United
States Student Press Association feels that President Millar
has violated two (2) provisions
of the USSPA Code of Ethics in
his arbitrary seizure of the
paper:
1. The student press must be
free of all forms of external
interference designed to regulate his content; and
2. The freedom of the student
press must not be abridged by
confiscation of issues or facilities; suspensions of publication;
academic, personal or financial
sanctions; arbitrary removal of
staff members; or threats of
these actions.
The issue most pertinent to
this case is whether a college administrator should unilaterally
suspend a student newspaper
because it runs a few items
which offend his own and some
others' sensibilities.
DECLARATION: The Sixth
National Congress of the Stu-

Student Clubs
Not Filed
With Senate
The following student organizations have not filed a Student
Organizations Report and will
not be a recognized student activity after Sept. 15.
These organizations will not
be allowed to use university
facilities for any purpose after
the deadline for filing with the
Student Organizations and Affairs Committee of the Student
Senate and the Student Affairs
Office.
Included are the Agricultural
Council, American Economics
Assn., ACS, ADSA, AICHE,
AIIE,
ASAE,
Biological
Science Club, Calhoun Literary
Society, and the Chester County Clemson Club.
Also, the Clemson Bowling
Club, Commuting Coeds Club,
CDA, Rifle Club, Colleton
County Clemson Club, Delta
Phi Kappa, Economics Club,
Angel Flight, Gamma Alpha
Mu, IFC, Iota Lambda Sigma,
Kappa Sigma Nu, Lutheran
Student Assn., and the Newtonian Society.
Also, Nu Epsilon, Omicron
Zeta Tau, Pre-Vet Club, The
Agrarian, Beta Tau Sigma, Society of Automotive Engineers,
The Footnotes, Xi Sigma Pi,
Assn. for Computing Center,
Block "C" Club, ClemsonDemolays, Rockin' Folk, Scuba
Diving Club, Soccer Club, and
Tang Soo-Doo Club.

MUTUAL CONGRATULATIONS—Col. Elmer N. TyndaU (right), the new commander of the U.S. Air Force ROTC detachment at Clemson University, exchanges
congratulations with Lt. Col. Dewey H. Franklin who has served as commander of
the detachment for the past four years. Lt. Col. Franklin is retiring after 25 years'
serrice with the Air Force. He served Clemson as professor of aerospace studies and
head of that department. Col. Tyndall recently completed a two-year lour in the
Philippine*.
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For All Your Flower Needs

BOY

MORGAN'S
FLOWERS & GIFTS

Drop out of school now and that's what they'll call you all your working life
Nobody looks down on a man with a good
education. People respect him. They treat
him right because they know he's got what it
takes. You know it. Everybody knows it. A
good education always shows. And so does a
small education. Which will you have?
Remember: respect is only one of the
things a good education gets you. It can also
get you a good job. A good salary. And a real
chance to enjoy more of the good things in

for that special person,
say it with flowers

112 Sloan Street
Clemson
Phone 654-4321

life: So if you're in school now . . . stay there!
Learn all you can for as long as you can. It
can really make a difference.
If you're out of school, don't give up. You
can still get plenty of valuable training outside the classroom. And it's well worth the
effort.
For details, see the Youth Counselor at
your State Employment Service. Or visit a
Youth Opportunity Center.

To get a good job, get a good education tg.D Cjp
PuhlMicd as a pulilic s

fc_

» cooperation with The Advertising Council.
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Tfotfjee
123 Townville St.
SENECA

THURSDAY DOORS OPEN
9AM
FRIDAY
Colgate
SATURDAY

PRIZES

Beg. 69c

EVERY HOUR
ALL THREE DAYS

Tooth Brushes

SEPT. 7, 8,9

Pen & Pencil Sets
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Transistor Radios
Records Plus Many Others
Reg. 99c

BUFFERIH: Bufferin
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Take comfort along
wherever you go!

New Schick

4
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MEDI QUICK 7Q
SPRAY
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Includes SCHICK DOUBLE EDGE

Reg. $1.98

OR INJECTOR RAZOR, BLADES,

Cl 40

WAVE CREAM, AFTER SHAVE

*

A DEODORANT in one compact travel kit.

FAMOUS BRANDS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES

CREST
TOOTHPASTE.

West Bend, Mirro - Matic,
General

Electric,

Westinghouse,

Zenith,

Reg. 35c

Sunbeam,

Westclox, Scripto. Hamilton
Beach, Amity, Rayette,
Loyds, G r u e n , Norelco,
Remington, Eversharp,
Schrade - Waldin,

Paper

mate, Elgin, Benrus, Oyster?
Toast Master, Schick, Unit
•d.

8

5!

■
«.*»

mtu
JJW

Reg. 79c

MeiHieilS

lAp

c

Skin Bracer 43

■—

Reg. $34.95 No. 35T

Norelco Triple Head
Electric
Razor

7k0'7&
123 Townville St.
SENECA

22.80
'"r"#

\wmmmmmmmmmmmm%nmtmmm\mm>

Quantity
Rights
Reserved

NIGHT
9 P.M.

«sc
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Campus A uto Parking Regs
Cited By Security Chief

Campus News

Alumni Movie Available
"The Passing Years," an 8
mm color sound motion picture, has justbeencompletedby
the Alumni Association and is
available for showing on the
campus by student clubs and
organizations.
The 25 minute film is a scenic
documentary of the University's growth in the past decade.
Arrangements for the film and
an Alumni Office representative
to show it may be made by contacting Joe Sherman, Alumni
Office, Clemson.
WESTMINSTER
FELLOWSHIP
Westminster Fellowship will
present a panel discussion on
"The University-Relationship
between Students and Faculty"
on Sunday, Sept. 10, at 7 p.
m. at Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church.
The discussion, which will be
part two in a four-part series,
will be led by the following
panel: Dr. Harriet Holman,
English Department; Dr. Ed
Olson, Textile Department; Dr.
Claire Caskey, English Department; and Dick Burgess, track
team member. All students are
invited.
HUMAN RELATIONS
COUNCIL
The Clemson Council on Human Relations will meet on
Monday, September 11, at Abel
Baptist Church.
FRESHMAN
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for freshman
class officers and senators will
be conducted on Monday, Sept.
11, at 7 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium. All freshmen are
urged to attend.
CAREER NIGHT
The Society for the Advancement of Management will sponsor its annual Career Night
program on Tuesday, Septem-

ber 26. All seniors and others
interested in finding out about
different careers should plan to
attend.
SLIDE RULE COURSE
The Clemson chapter of Tau
Beta Pi engineering honor society will be sponsoring a slide
rule course beginning on Wednesday, September 20, at 7:00
p.m. in Room 15 of the Civil
Engineering Building.
Student members of Tau Beta
Pi will be conducting the course.
The course will be taught once
a week for as long as interest
is shown.
PLACEMENT EXPANSION
Placement facilities here at
Clemson have been greatly expanded with the addition of
Mike Maxwell, an I. M. graduate student, as assistant to
Greg Hughes, Placement Director.
Much more individual counseling is now available to Clemson seniors and other undergraduates as an aid to career
and job location.
Undergraduates are especially urged to take advantage of
the free placement facilities to
aid them in early career planning and also in the possible location of summer employment.

Rast's farm near Elloree, S.
C. on Sept. 14, beginning at 1
p.m.
Prospective buyers may obtain feed conversion and cutout facts on many of the littermates of the swine to be sold
from the seller.

The University Security Department last week issued a
statement containing parking
suggestions for students.
The
Security Department
pointed out that there have
been many changes in the parking situation
this year due
mainly to new construction. The
statement read as follows:
The most critical area this
year will be in the vicinity of
the Robert Muldrow Cooper
library where the construction
of two new buildings will soon
begin.
The construction will necessitate the general movement of
vehicles south toward the Architecture Building beginning
with employees and graduate
assistants.
Since this move will be made
when construction begins, it
was necessary to reserve a new
temporary lot in the valley
south of the library for commuting seniors, graduate assistants and employees.

DORN TO SPEAK
Congressman William Jennings Bryan Dorn will make
the principal address at the
Zone Rally of the American
Legion and Ladies Auxiliary
on Saturday, Sept. 9, at 6:30
p.m. at the Clemson House.
Forty Legion Posts will be represented at this banquet meeting.
CIRCLE KCLUB
The Clemson Circle K Club
will have a smoker on Wednesday, Sept. 13, from 7-9 p.m.
in the "Y" Lounge. All interested persons, especially old KClubbers, are invited.
The Circle K Club will conduct a car wash on Friday,
Sept. 15, from 1:30-5:30 p.m.
behind the Lutheran Church.
Cars will be both washed and
vacuumed for $1.

Commuting
students are
asked to use the new Commuter
Parking Lot just south of the
Architecture Building. Since the
new library is the approximate
academic center of the campus,
the new lot is just as close to
the library as Dormitories 4,
5, 6, 7 and 8 are.

SKE MEETING
Sigma Kappa Epsilon social
fraternity will have a meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 12, at 7:30
p.m. in Student Government
Meeting Room No. 1. This will
be a meeting with sorority presidents to make plans for Dixie
Week.

RING ORDERS
May graduates may order
their class rings at L. C. Martin
Drug Store on Friday,
Sept. 15.
FOOD SCIENCE CLUB
The Food Science Club is
having an outing tomorrow at
12:00 at the "Y" Recreation
Area. All Food Science students
and faculty are invited.

REPORTS DUE
All presidents of recognized
campus organizations must
turn in their annual organization reports as soon as pos-

PIG SHOW
Open gilts and boars sired by
a superior certified meat sire
and a certified meat sire will be
offered at a sale at Joe Mack

sible. Deadline is Sept. 14.
The reports may be turned in
to either the Office of Student
Affairs or to a member of the
Senate Organization and Affairs Committee.

Rush Hour?
Notice the scenic downtown area of Clemson. This pariicular street is usually very busy with shoppers. Perhaps
this is why the parking limit has been changed from two
hours to one hour. (Photo by Boyle)

Downtown Parking Time
Changed To One Hour
By "BEAR"
Professor John W. LaGrone,
Mayor of Clemson and a member of the Clemson University
Mathematics Department, announced last week that the twohour downtown parking limit
had been changed to one hour.
The new law enforces one
hour parking only from the
corner at Dan's down College
Avenue to the Old Baptist
Church.
Mayor LaGrone explained
that the change came as a result of an increase in downtown
traffic. The new law is to help
keep the traffic flowing smoothA second reason for the
change came from the downtown merchants. They felt that
the old two hour parking limit
was not allowing their patrons
to find convenient parking
space to shop at downtown
stores.
The decision to change the
parking regulation came from
the town council, but not before
lengthy discussion on the matter.
The installation of parking
meters in this section of town
was one solution considered.
The town council however,
could never come up with a
favorable solution in this way.
The cost of installing parking
meters would far outweigh the
revenue received from them.
Mayor LaGrone said the purpose of the action is to give
"more chances to more people
to park downtown." He continued by pointing out that
"parking meters would only
allow people to park all day
legally and would not really
improve the parking situation

Flyboys Flounder
Every year the Arnold Air Society has a new group of "fish" to initiate. The
above picture shows new combat techniques being demonstrated on the pledges.
(Photo by Hodges)

SDS Vs. NSA
(Continued from page 1)
signed the Congress for more
informal discussion of substantive issues. They were almost deprived of any legislation at all to fight about when
a proposal was made to pass
only program mandates, not
"declaration and principle"
statements.
This was beaten down, but the
support it attracted showed that
NSA is moving away from its
past role as passer of resolutions to one of more active involvement in social and educational problems.

No solution seems in sight for
the "liberal - versus - radical"
hangup, however. The liberals
followed the lead of those who
are organizing an effort to
"dump LBJ" through the Democratic primaries. The radicals
are more interested in building
an independent political action
movement outside the twoparty system.
As one delegate wrote in one
of the newsletters, "There is
no agreement—hardly even a
communality of sympathies—
about what will work, or even
about why we should work."

Music Club To Present
Schantz Organ Concert
The Clemson Music Club will
present Dr. W. Lindsey Smith
Jr., in concert on the Schantz
organ, oh Sept 11, 8:15 p.m.
at the Clemson Baptist Church.
Smith will play preludes by
Jose Elis, Brahms, and Lizst,
and three organ chorales by
Bach.
Smith is a- native of Greenville and a graduate of Furman University. He holds

Master of Sacred Music and a
Doctor of Sacred Music degrees
from the Union Theological
Seminary in New York.
Since 1948, he has been a
member of the music faculty of
Furman and since 1961, has
been chairman of the Furman
Music Department.
He served as the first dean of
the Greenville chapter of the
American Guild of Organists.

SENCONEE MOTEL

Quotations
(Continued from page 3)
Mao becomes an almost-god—
in the land where god-men
have long controlled their people. No one can completely
destroy a god, for each person, no matter how insignificant, needs the security of something to believe in.
To youth particularly, Mao
tries to instill a feeling of significance. "The world is yours,
as well as ours, but in the
final analysis, it is yours."
There is security here. And
much room for a crazy, nationalistic-personal pride in this
continuity for China.

BAKER
at all."
A third solution to the problem would be the construction
of a public parking lot, but
as Mayor LaGrone explained,
"there is just no more land
available."
He continued, "since the new
law went into effect, there have
been no complaints from either
the citizens of the town or from
the students at the university.
In fact, most people are very
much in favor of the new regulation."
It should also be noted that
not one ticket has had to be
given under the new law. May or
LaGrone said, "we wish we
didn't have to give tickets, but
that's human nature."
Because Clemson is a growing town, Mayor LaGrone feels
that this new parking regulation is just one of the things
we will have to endure due to
poor planning in the beginning.

Netmen
(Continued from page 5)
and to Rollins College of Florida. The netmen knocked off
Big Ten Champion Michigan
State as well as Southern Conference Champion Davidson.
The SEC also felt the might of
the tennis team as the netters
knocked off the Georgia Bulldogs as well as a tough Georgia Tech team. From the Ivy
League the team defeated Harvard 8-1, and Dartmouth, 7-2.
This year's schedule will be
another tough one including
one or two Big Ten schools as
well as Georgia and Georgia
Tech.

OPEN 6:00 A.M. - 9:30 P.M.
Make Your Advance Reservations Early
By-Pass at Junct. of 123, 76 & 28
P. O. Box 746

882-2784

PARKING will be on a first
come, first served basis.
All students are reminded that
they cannot drive on campus
from 8:15 a.m. to 12 noon
and from 1:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.
m. This rule was made to cut
down excess traffic in the center
of the campus during class
hours.
There are no important areas
on campus which cannot be
reached by driving around the
restricted area and using the
timed parking spaces.
DECALS are now free and
must be displayed on the left
rear of vehicles. This applies,
no matter where the vehicle is
parked.
Quadrangles and ramps may
be entered by permission of
the Student Traffic Office or
Security
Office. On dance
nights, these areas are open
one hour prior to the dance
and one hour after the dance.
Official permission may be obtained for special events.

PETE'S NO. 6
DRIVE-IN
JUMBO
HAMBURGERS
BARBECUES
123 By-Pass
Easley, S. C.

FOR SALE
1961 V. W.

WSBF Program Notes
WSBF-FM 88.1 Mc.

-

WSBF-CCAM 600 Ke.

"The Best In Music—24 Hours a Day, EVERY Day"
Monday thru Friday—
Midnite to 7:00 AM— "East of Midnight" (taped)
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM— '"Timekeeper"
9:00 AM to 12:45 PM— 'Spectrum" (taped)
12:45 PM to 1:00 PM—' 'Master Control News"
1:00 PM to 5:00 PM—' 'Super Score Survey"
5:00 PM to 8:00 PM—' 'Downbeat"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM—' 'Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM—' 'Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite — 'Stardust"
Saturday—
Midnite to 7:00 AM— "Spectrum" (taped)
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM— "Timekeeper"
9:00 AM to Noon
— "Spectrum" (taped)
Noon
to 12:15 PM— 'Master Control News"
12:15 PM to 9:00 PM—' 'Super Score Survey"
9:00 PM to Midnite — 'Offbeat"
Sunday—
Midnite to 12:30 PM— 'Spectrum" (taped)
12:30 PM to 1:00 PM—' 'Lifeguides"
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM—' 'Concert in High Fidelity"
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM—' 'Sunday Cavalcade"
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM—' 'Sound of the 20th Century'
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM—' 'Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM— 'Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite — "Stardust"
NEWS—National and World News on the hour, State and
Local News on the half-hour
SPORTS—
Weekdays—7:45 & 8:45 AM, 12:55, 8:10 & 11:05 PM
Saturdays—7:45 & 8:45AM, 12:10 PM, Midnite
Sundays—8:15 & 11:05 PM
All home and away basketball and football games covered
Specials this week:
WSBF-FM—"South Carolina's 24-Hour FM Station"

The Clemson House Barber Shop
Says WELCOME FRESHMEN!
"Come in and see us (8-6 Mon.-Sat.) and get
in on our special rates to freshmen"
OVERLOOKING THE BEAUTIFUL CLEMSON
CAMPUS

Judge
IV eller's
Downtown Clemson

Excellent Condition
New Tires & New Paint

Call 654-5782

Bqers-gtofces
Carolina's Smartest Men's Shop

PEPSI-COLA
128 N MAIN ST.

Pepsi and the Tigers
Pour It On

noon on Saturdays until 7 a.m.
Monday. There are two exceptions, however. One area is the
dining hall (F section area)
where parking for employees
only is permitted. The other
area is the library parking lot.
Regular University Police
and Student Police will help and
assist all students.

PERMANENT PRESS SLACKS & SHIRTS
Also
SOCKS & UNDERWEAR

$650

PHONE 226-3401

ANDERSON, S. C.

Fri. Night ■ Sat. • Sun. • Mon,
Sept. 8 - 9 - 10 - 11

Fourteen Famous Swingers
give you the do's and don'ts for the
man with a roving eye and the urge
to stray!
2a

So you're chairman
in charge of
building the float,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party...
Now what?

POOL, T.V., ROOM TELEPHONES,
100% AIR-CONDITIONING
COFFEE SHOP (STEAKS)

Due to the fact that all parking is extremely close to buildings around Manning Hall, no
effort will be made at this time
to differentiate between Women's Dorm (W. D. decal), Senior Dorm (S. E. decal), and
Men's Dorm (D. E. decal)parking areas.

At the beginning and end of
each student term, loading and
unloading signs are put up at
the entrance of each quadrangle
and ramp until all students
are either moved in or out.
During this time, obtaining permission will not be necessary.
All employee areas are open
to students from 5 p.m. to 7
a.m. on weekdays and from 12

Get flame-resistant Pomps. You can do all kinds of decorating
jobs with Pomps and do them better, easier, faster . . . and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
... cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colors
that are virtually colorfast when wet. Use them for indoor or
outdoor decorations. Ask your local librarian for the booklet
"Tips on How to Build Better Floats and Displays." If she
doesn't have it, tell her t: wri e is for a copy.
The Crystal Tissue Company • Middletown, Ohio

$c pomps-

ROBERT
£? WALTER
MORSE
' MATTHAU
IN6ER STEVENS
FRANK MCCARTHY • GENE KELLY
FRANK TARLOFF • FRANK TARLOFF • XM» IUIUS
PANAVISION • COLOR by DELUXE
- -.-.=-: i

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. - S*pt. 13-15
JOHN WAYNE
KIRK DOUGLAS in

"THE WAR WAGON
IN COLOR

Clemson Theatre

The PURIST"'Personifies . . .
perfection in button-down styling . . . prominence in appearance . . . precision quality
tailoring . . . with its exclusive Sero fullflared Purist* collar, trimly tapered body and
seven-button front. Classic shirtmanship at
its finest. A distinctive range of solid colours,
stripings and checks on a host of handsome
fabrics.

From $7.50

